
BACKGROUND REQUIREMENT
Silk Cut Ultra Low is the lmg tar brand in Silk Cut House. We believe that there is exciting potential growth in
Ultra Low, and want to make sure that if smokers start smoking ultra low type products, that it is Silk Cut Ultra
Low that they smoke. We also want to ensure that it does not fall into the trap of becoming the brand with an
effeminate `not a real smokers' smoke image because of its very low tar. Historically it was advertised as one of
the 'range' in `range' advertising - i.e . three packs with tar levels on health warning set in a Cut Silk context.
This year we wanted to differentiate SCUL from other ultra lowproducts which will undoubtedly be launched
by competotors, by building an image rather than promoting a rational message. To achieve this, we produced
white silk versions of previous Cut Silk ads. This route is no longer viable as we have run out of old versions
that would either get past the ASA or that would overcome production difficulties converting purple silk to
white. Also, although research demonstrated an encouraging response to repeated exposure, a concern exists
about the rate of build of comprehension,

	

given the time and resource available . We now need a new
approach .
CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENT
Poster and press campaign .

Two new ads may run in 1996, with more to follow .
TARGET AUDIENCE
All smokers. Although there is a large proportion of the smoking population who will not be interested in a very
low tar cigarette, the task is to establish Ultra Low as a proper cigarette amongst the whole smoking population .
WHAT 1S THE ADVERTISINGINTENDED TO ACHIEVE?
Clearly signal that Ultra Low is an important brand and has more to offer than just lower tar level. Do this by
using the Cut Silk idea, developing it further, and coupling Ultra Low with Silk Cut purple .
THE SINGLE MINDED PROPOSITION

There are two silk cuts .

SUBSTANTIATION FOR THIN PROPOSITION
There is King Size . And there is Ultra Low - purple and white (Ignore Extra Mild)
MANDATORY INCLUSIONS
Cut Silk idea . One purple, one white.
DESIRED BRAND IMAGE
More innovative than ever
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CLIENT BRAND JOB NUMBER DATEGallaher Ultra Low 17th August
ACCOUNT GROUP CREATIVE GROUP PLANNER MEDIA PLANNER
DDM Dicketts/Lowther Kara Andrew
JOB TITLE DEVELOPMENTBUDGET PRODUCTION BUDGET
SCUL



BRAND
Silk Cut

DATE

3/11/95

CLIENT
Gallaher

PRODUCTION BUDGET
£3k

WHY AREWE ADVERTISING?
Without being overly dramatic, it is possible to say that, for some people, the Silk Cut brand is ageing somewhat. This is
not a real problem - yet . This campaign is needed so that we can reach and influence a new generation of trend-setters and
help them relate to Silk Cut as their brand . Simply put, we need to make it acceptable for trendy youngsters to smoke Silk
Cut . Take note, however - this is very different from trying to make Silk Cut trendy .
WHO ARE WE TALKING TO?
'Trendy' implies faddish, but our target are not going to disappear in the near future (i.e . within a few years) . They are
deeply style-conscious and yearn to be 'different' . Since they also need to be accepted by their mates, it can be seen that
although they are individual, they are also part of a tribe . It is very easy to picture this tribe - young (under 24), either
students, unemployed, in the early stages of a career or in an undemanding job - they love clothes, clubs and brands in
general (Pepsi Max though, not Coke and Fosters Ice not Carlsberg) . We call them Urban Venturers and Urban Warriors .
WHAT DO THEY THINK ABOUT THE BRAND NOW?
These guys think that Silk Cut is what everyone smokes, and therefore is increasingly not for them . The more respected
smoke in the tribe is Marlboro Lights, which conveys a decent street image, borrowed as it is from the Marlboro Red
brand .

WHAT SHOULD THEY THINK AFTER SEEING THE ADVERTISING?
That Silk Cut is actually a cool brand to be seen smoking . Our audience will need some evidence of this when they are
challenged by their mates ; "Silk Cut? My mum smokes them" . Therefore the advertising will need to appeal to their self-
image and give them some defensive ammunition.
PROPOSITION
It's credible to smoke Silk Cut.

SUBSTANTIATION

None - yet . It's all in the perception of the brand .
TONE OF VOICE
Raw, hip and challenging.

M&C SAATCHI
CREATIVE BRIEF

JOB TITLE
Urban Venturers

MANDATORY INCLUSIONS
Some form of the 'Cut Silk' mnemonic .
CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS
Style (Opinion Forming) press only . Mostly DPS, some singles .
Consider using young up-and-coming (and hence low budget) photographers from art college - e.g . St. Martins .
Make the rawness a virtue rather than a liability .
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BRAND

SILK CUT ULTRA

DATE

22/11/95

CLIENT

GALLAHER

PRODUCTION BUDGET
£2k

WHY ARE WEADVERTISING?

To make the tobacco trade aware that Silk Cut Ultra (SCU) can contribute as significantly to their profits as other low tar
cigarettes do .

WHO ARE WE TALKING TO?
All retailers who sell cigarettes, from comer-shop newsagent owners to chief purchasers for the multiples . Especially
those retailers who currently don't stock SCU at all - like service station fore-courts .

WHAT DO THEY THINK ABOUT THE BRAND NOW?
They think SCU is a very small brand that will waste the space on their shelves, because it won't deliver as much profit as
most other brands .

WHAT SHOULD THEY THINK AFTER SEEING THE ADVERTISING?
We want them to be no less than amazed that SCU is as big a brand as it really is .

PROPOSITION
SCU delivers lower tar, not lower profits .

M&C SAATCHI
CREATIVE BRIEF

SUBSTANTIATION

SCU is the best selling 1mg tar cigarette .
SCU sells almost as much volume as Marlboro King Size .
Approximately 20% of Silk Cut's total House volume comes from SCU.

TONE OF VOICE

Authoritative and compelling

Conveying a really 'big brand' feel

MANDATORY INCLUSIONS
Mention that SCU is available in packs of 10.

CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS

Single page, full colour .
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M & C SAATCHI

CREATIVE BRIEF

Recent qualitative and quantitative research has shown that Silk Cut has an extremely high brand penetration
amongst the gay population in the UK . For this, and more altruistic reasons, Silk Cut would like to produce an
ad supporting this year's `EQUALITYSHOW', run by Stonewall - a high profile charity who, amongst other
gay issues, are vigorously fighting for an equalisation in the heterosexual and homosexual ages of consent.
The ad is to appear in the souvenir programme, and forms part of a concerted policy of producing smaller, niche
executions, for a variety of non-traditional audiences .

CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENT

1 x black and white press ad .

TARGET AUDIENCE

All readers of the Stonewall Charity 'EQUALITY SHOW' souvineer programme.

WHAT IS THE ADVERTISINGINTENDED TO ACHIEVE?

To communicate Silk Cut's support of the '1995 EQUALITY SHOW', that while maybe somewhat more

cheeky, uses a style and manner wholly consistent with the broader 'cut silk' advertising properties .

THE SINGLE MINDED PROPOSITION

Silk Cut supports the 1995 'EQUALITY SHOW'

SUBSTANTIATION FOR THE PROPOSITION

Like other advertisers at the event, Silk Cut are keen supporters of the gay cause, andwould like to help ensure
consistency of treatment for all individuals.

CLIENT BRAND
GALLAHER SILK CUT

JOBNUMBER DATE

ACCOUNT GROUP CREATIVE GROUP PLANNER MEDIA PLANNER

JOB TITLE
STONEWALL EQUALITY SHOW

DEVELOPMENT BUDGET
TBC

PRODUCTION BUDGET

BACKGROUND REQUIREMENT



MANDATORY INCLUSIONS

'cut silk'

Expression of support .

DESIRED BRANDIMAGE

Fresh, intruiging, stylish, supportive

M & C SAATCHI
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TIMING: The ad is to be supplied by the 6th October, and we would like to present to the Client first thing next
week



BRAND
Silk Cut King size, Extra Mild, Ultra
DATE

CLIENT

Gallaher

PRODUCTION BUDGET

WHY ARE WE ADVERTISING?

CREATIVE BRIEF

JOB TITLE

To encourage consumers to consider purchasing Silk Cut at point of purchase .
To own the point of sale environment through the creative treatment of Silk Cut's new gantries .
To enhance Silk Cut's positioning as the definitive low tar range, by clearly communicating the range of brands at point of
sale . Specifically communication will be by using Silk Cut's new gantries .

WHO ARE WE TALKING TO?

All smokers who purchase cigarettes from a newsagent or other cigarette vendor where gantries are present.

WHAT DO THEY THINK ABOUT THE BRAND NOW?

That Silk Cut is a stylish brand, that has a reputation for innovative and creative methods of communication .

WHAT SHOULD THEY THINK AFTER SEEING THE ADVERTISING?

They should be motivated to purchase Silk Cut because :
Silk Cut's range offers the brand for me
Silk Cut has the most impressive, stylish range of cigarettes on the market .
As usual Silk Cut's method of communication is the most clear, innovative, creative and stylish around .

PROPOSITION

Silk Cut is the definitive low tar cigarette .

SUBSTANTIATION

The range on offer :

Silk Cut King Size 5mg
Silk Cut Extra Mild 3mg
Silk Cut Ultra lmg

TONE OF VOICE Simple, stylish



MANDATORY INCLUSIONS
The range : King Size, Extra Mild, Ultra

CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS

DIRECTOR
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TONAL AREAS TO EXPLORE

Modern Britain
Silk Cut is recognised as being an English cigarette . This could be linked in to the feeling that
England / Britain / UK is the place to be, what with the explosion of Brit pop, fashion and
football fervour - people are beginning to have a sense of pride in being British. Although,
other brands have previously tapped in to a traditional sense of Britishness e.g . royalty, English
place names, 'Modern Britishness' is an area unexploited by cigarettes .

	

Ifwe can capture this
feeling Silk Cut will be right for the times.

`It's a cigarette, not a lifestyle'
Rejecting the `image' values which are at the very core of Silk Cut could be a strong statement .
Premium cigarette advertising, including Silk Cut's, has tended to focus on image, image,
image, displaying aspirational or worthy images designed to place the brand on a pedestal .
Ultimately, however, it's a cigarette. A campaign denying the relevance of this-is-what-to-do-
if-you-what-to-look-cool messages goes completely against the grain. Of course, an ironic
denial of the relevance of image creates a powerful perception in itself (witness Sprite) e.g . by
admitting that your mum and granny smokes Silk Cut and using this as a positive .
The tone of voice should be confident (even agressive), ironic, dismissive of the false images of
the opposition.




